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The country s social contract has broken, fuelled by corruption and extreme poverty ...
Gross inequality stoked the violence in South Africa. It s a warning to us all
As the gruesome images from Gauteng, KZN and Mpumalanga flash across my Whatsapp, I recall my grandfather President Nelson Rolihlahla Mandela
In the midst of this madness I ask: What would Madiba advise me to do?
but the real tragedy comes when I pitch my tent and camp out in the land of

I messed this one up AGAIN.

s condemnation of the Boipatong and Bisho massacres, ...

That is a dark place that can quickly lead to a pit of hopelessness. I learned many ...

How to Recover When You Know You Messed Up
Whether it is the impact of the pandemic, media fatigue or a sense of hopelessness creeping in ... good thing were it not for the fact that the tragedy persists. More than 620 people are believed ...
Tragedy nobody wants to talk about
In its issue of July 7, The Punch reported that

the total number of students being held by bandits has increased to 348 with the abduction of 121 students in Kaduna State.

Shame on northern Nigerians
Rising seas! Yeah, that s it! Rising seas it is now! In yet another desperate effort to capitalize on unspeakable human tragedy, a top official in President Biden

s administration watched the ...

Florida building collapse shows how Democrats feast on human misery
The explanation encapsulates the tragedy. In order to buy medical aid ... unsentimentalised time span of human energy battling human hopelessness, is even more affecting than Nanook's drama.
A time for Drunken Horses (Cert PG)
The tragedy of lazy followers is that they leave ... from frustration to anger, from anger to hopelessness, and from hopelessness to knowing their heads as they ask,
Perfect leader
Then, about 10 minutes into decorated documentary director Morgan Neville

s new film about Anthony Bourdain

s life and career, Bridgers

God, why can

t we have ...

lyrics echoed in the back of my thoughts. The late food writer, ...

Roadrunner: A Film About Anthony Bourdain
The hopelessness about the future is one of the ... to figure out what failing of their love could have allowed such a tragedy to happen. In the The Myth of Sisyphus (1942), Albert Camus, the ...
Suicide: A tragedy like no other
Our nation was already struggling with the tragedy that COVID-19 has claimed ... or for the families who have lost loved ones. Hopelessness or despair often accompanies intense anxiety and sadness ...
Guest Column: Managing mental health through social unrest, violence and anger
A model that's ever‒shifting, ever‒changing, focussed on need and ministry and mission rather than on the survival of an institution ...
What might tomorrow s faith community look like?
World s youngest nation marks tenth independence anniversary amid great peril Kampala, Uganda ¦ IAN KATUSIIME ¦War. Peace agreements. Refugees. UPDF. Those are some of the buzzwords that have been ...
South Sudan s delicate decade
In the face of tragedy like this ... Asinger too says that it's hard to evangelize when there's such pervasive hopelessness, in a community where faiths are shaken and so few answers are readily ...
Looking for God After Surfside Collapse
Political and community leaders in Chicago and around the U.S. have been busy in recent months looking for solutions and promising action when it comes to combatting gun violence, but after two mass ...
Residents Left to Pick Up Pieces, Ponder What's Next After Multiple Mass Shootings Wednesday
That history has been taught for a very long time, and shame on any school district today that is still graduating seniors who have not learned about those things, with equal attention to the history ...
Teaching Black history is nothing new
Anxiety, grief, feelings of hopelessness and depression plague those impacted by the Surfside Condo collapse in Miami.
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